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CYRANO de BERGERAC
An Interpretation

w HEN the graceful swan, released from the

spell of a wicked witch became the most
beautiful of all Princesses our youthful

fancies were satisfied by a long drawn
breath of pleasure. Too, the handsomest

of all Princes was no more pleasantly startled out

of his masquerade as a frog than we were. Nay,
we croaked our delight. And the most disappoint-

ing climax of Humpty-Dumpty found us too sad

to coax all the King's horses and all the King's

men to at least one trial. At the very least a

Prince's faithful body servant should have

emerged from the shelled ruins.

Because our faith was firm in the triumph of

good we entered dark forests, swam troublous

seas, fought gfigantic monsters ; hundreds of

enemies of our father's kingdom fell in the gardens

of the evil witch, unable to oppose the fairy sword
given us by the poor little drawf with whom we
shared our loaf of bread and bottle of—sweet milk.

Miracle succeeded miracle in a carnival of good

deeds wrought over the forces of evil. What did

it matter that all these famous exploits were waged
within the blossomy hedges of Fairyland? Enough
to know that all the ogres would fade at the touch

of the tiniest fairy finger. And so we slid down the

ladder of fancy plump into the real old world of a

comfortable cozy morris chair, while medals still

tingled upon our breast for many minutes.

We frowned fearfully at the old parlor stove that

somehow resembled the wicked old ogre who had
kept the youngest daughter a captive because she

wouldn't marry a homely, big general or something.

There had been a bargain sale and the spare room
must be papered with the results of it—long rolls of

intricate pattern. Very well. The spare room
became the boudoir of Cinderella. If in our haste

to make her future quarters presentable we forgot

to cut off the edges of the paper to make the de-

sign match—who cared? The effect was even

heightened by introducing this element of the un-

usual.

Or was it the washing of the blankets? Girding
our manly short trousers firmly above the knees we
leaped into the tub and stamped the ogre's castle

completely out of existence.

Really, it was the only place we seemed to matter,

this land of our dreams. Only in make-believe did

the powers of evil succumb so easily. Back in the

thorny paths of life trouble arose out of every nook.

The magic of the special, very special fairy words

did not seem to be of any use.

Until that glorious day long after the things of

a child had been left behind regretfully and with

many a backward look, another hero arose to pro-

claim that the only real happiness consisted in fight-

ing when there wasn't any use.

And Cyrano de Bergerac began to typify the ideal

of restoring things to their true shape by the every

day miracle of merely recognizing them as they are

or as they were created to be ; by stripping away the

false trappings of the evil one and forcing them to

assume their own God-given identities. Not as the

old witch do we begin to change the established

order.

Tales of evil magic are especially full of the de-

struction of personality. Prince Charming becomes

a parrot and the Princess becomes a swan. This

denial of identity is not our object. For across its

page we scan the signature of Satan. So we do not

try to turn men into something different by the mere
exercise of our minds—like the evil fairy—but to

make them stand out more beautiful in their own
dignity.

The Prince retains his princely title but loses his

princely pride. The Princess retains her title and

gains a fresher beauty, a more significant appeal.

Cyrano recognized this prime truth that the most

important thing in the world is man himself—that

when he attempted to alter his personality this black

magic spelled his ruin. When his life was spent

trying to tear the film from men's eyes and make
them able to wander again in Fairyland—when
treachery defeated his aims—he still stood superbly

fighting his ancient enemies, greed, hypocrisy and

prejudice, when it was of no use.

He saw things objectively as they are. He under-

stood that they existed whether he liked them or not.

This fact he accepted. Nevertheless, this did not

prevent the Don Quixote of dramatic literature from
breaking a lance with a windmill—if this windmill

only meant a very wicked person. His imagination


